
Date: 08 Jan 2019 
Time: 0930-1030 
Venue: Hwee Xian’s Office 
 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Anicia Gan 

  
 
Agenda: 
Acceptance Content  
Acceptance Feedback  
Handover  
Fixed Meeting Timings 
 
 
PERSONA 
For our user persona, it is preferred that we obtain more specific number in terms of the 
breakdown of the age groups of the new hirees. We are advised to work on the numbers that 
we will be given by asking ourselves questions like what can we do with this information? Are 
we making the application more user friendly ? Or should we go ahead with a more universal 
design to cater to most of the participants. We are also advised to go around asking the staff for 
their feedback. This can be done through a Google form  
 
 
APPROACHES  
There are two ways in which we can go about doing our project. Firstly, we can quickly finish 
one version iOS or Android then do user testing. This will allow us to identify and solve bug 
quickly and there will be no need to change the other version as we would have solved and 
identified potential bugs. Secondly, we can both in parallel but user testing got changes then 
have to change both version. We can also delay the iOS version of the development.  
As Android is more advanced. Do user testing on that. Quick iteration and feedback  
 
 
X FACTOR  
Some of the factors we can consider would be the quantify the late comers from the pen and 
paper process and see how our mobile app improve the numbers. We can also gather feedback 
through the application and do surveys to compare the result.  
 



SUBMISSION/APP DOWNLOAD 
Everyone in the team can have the mobile app but only leader can submit and the rest can see 
the submissions. This might be a concern and we will have to refine this again. We can consider 
enforcing that only one person joins? If the other participants try and how do u stop non leaders 
from submitting? If everyone has to interact, can see cannot edit. Backend got work to do and 
more difficult. Conclusion, the participants who are not leaders can see the quiz but they got no 
button or option for them to select.  
 
MAINTENANCE  
Things to consider  

- how often do they change their game? Next few trail got changes?  
They can edit using the web app and prof mentioned that if the application does not need 
maintenance for the next 2-3 years, it should be fine. Provided that the admin can edit using the 
web app functions and they can do themselves and there is no major bug. 
 
SERVER and SECURITY  
Where to host? 
How they do it and what they need from us? 
 How Long does it take? 
 
Worst case scenario would be to not use the school account  
SIS/Livelabs might have some account but we would have to check with client is comfortable 
with that idea before proceeding.  
 
FIXED MEETING TIME 
Minimally once every Two weeks , once a week is preferred.  
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